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Submitted by Semyon M. Meerkov 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to compare two singular self-adjoint operators 
on L, [0, co] defined by 
Lu= -Id"+ q(x)u 
(1) 
u(O) cos a + u’(O) sin a = 0 
Lu = 4’ + q(x) u 
(2) 
u(O) cos E + u’(O) sin 6 = 0 
where the potentials q(x) and 4(.x) are n-periodic summable on [0, rr] and 
the angles a, ~2 satisfy 
o< sin <xl. I’ 1 sin E (3) 
When a = 5 = 0 then this ratio is unity. We also assume that the associated 
Hill’s equations 
u” + (A-q(x)) u = 0 (4) 
u" + (i - q(x)) u = 0 (5) 
have the same discriminant d(i). 
As shown in Magnus and Winkler [ 111 the discriminant d(1) of (4) is 
defined by 
d(A) = f-1 (7r) + Y;(n) (6) 
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where Y,(X) and r2(x) are solutions of (4) such that 
r, (0) = r;(O) = 1, rz(0)=r;(O)=O. (7) 
d(A) is an entire function of order 4. Let {A,, }; be the zeros of d (1) - 2 and 
{ ,?L } ;” the zeros of d(A) + 2. They interlace as follows: 
A0 <A; d i; <I, d A2 < n; 6 n; < . . . . (8) 
The simple spectrum of d(i) consists of & and all zeros satisfying 
k2n+l ~~~~~~ or L+l 4;n+2 for n 20, while the double spectrum of 
d(A) consists of the remaining zeros. 
According to Floquet’s theorem, if L does not belong to the simple spec- 
trum then (4) has solutions satisfying 
r + (x + n) = P + 0,) r + (xl 
r (x+n)=p-(2)~ (x) 
(9) 
where p + (A) and p (IL) are solutions of 
/+d(d)p+l=O. (10) 
The spectrum of (4) consists of an infinity of stability intervals: 
(&, A; 13 (A;, A,), (2234 1, (xl, 2, L (11) 
For 2 in one of these, id(n)1 < 2 and (10) has complex solutions of absolute 
value one. 
The instability intervals of (4) are given by 
(-al, A,), (ii, i”;), (A,, I”,), (I”[,, A”;) . . . . (12) 
All but the first of these intervals are either of positive finite length or 
vanish. If J. is inside an instability interval then Id(n)\ > 2 and (10) has real 
solutions which satisfy Ip + (,I)1 > 1, (p ~ (,I)1 < 1. Also the solution r (x) of 
(4) belongs to L,[O, co]. 
As shown by Hochstadt in [9] the spectrum of the operator L, as 
defined in (1) consists of a continuous spectrum and point eigenvalues 
(11, }. The continuous spectrum is given by the stability intervals (1 l), 
while the point eigenvalues must fall inside the nonvanishing instability 
intervals (12) and no such interval can contain more than one pL,. 
We prove that under certain conditions on the spectra of L and z we can 
define a function H(x) which satisfies 
H(O) = H(n) = 2[cot a -cot CZ] 
H’(x) = q(x) - q(x). 
(13) 
(14) 
409’1 I I 2-20 
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H(x) is similar to a function which was first deduced by Hochstadt in [7] 
from the comparison of two regular operators on L, [0, 11. Also in this 
paper we explicitly derive H(x) for cases where d(l) has a finite number of 
non-vanishing instability intervals in its spectrum. Finally, the minimal 
period of q(x) or q(x) is derived for the case where d(J.) has exactly one 
finite gap in its spectrum. 
STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let the operators L and z be defined by ( 1) and (2) where 
the potentials q(x) and q(x) are z-periodic, summable on [0, 7~1, and the 
angles CI, B satisfy (3). 
Suppose that the associated Hill’s equations (4) and (5) have the same dis- 
criminant A(i). We are given A(1) and the point eigenvalues {pu, } of L and 
{ ji, } of z. Assume that each finite non-vanishing instability interval of A(A) 
contains a pair of eigenvalues (u,, jin ). Also for 0 < c1< I-C, assume that the 
pair (pO, PO) is inside ( - m, A,). Furthermore, suppose that p,, = t?, for all 
but a finite number qf exceptional values of n and we denote by A,, the finite 
index set for which p, # ji,. 
Define the function H(x) such that 
H(x)= z 1 .Fn(x) w,(x) ncn” (15) 
where w,(x) and j”(x) are suitable solutions of (4) and (5), respectively, for 
1= pn. These solutions will be defined precisely in the proof Then we can 
prove that H(x) is n-periodic and satisfies (13) and (14). 
Remarks. In this theorem, either both or neither of c( and & vanish. In 
case c( = d = 0, the coefficient sin a/sin E of H(x) in (15) is replaced by unity 
and conclusion (13) becomes: H(0) = H(z) = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.1. The functions jn(x), w,(x) which define H(x) in (15) 
satisfy 
.F,(x+~)=P+ (P*)P?l(X) (16) 
wn (x + n) = P - (cc, 1 w,(x) (17) 
where p + (p,) and p (pL,) are real solutions of (10) such that Ip + (,u”)/ > 1 
and IP- h)I < 1. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Consider the operator L as defined in Theorem 1. Sup- 
pose we are given the discriminant A(ll) and the point eigenvalues {pL,} such 
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that each finite non-vanishing instability interval of A(l) contains a p,. Also 
we assume for 0 <a < 7~ that p0 is contained in the semi-infinite interval 
( - co, &). Then the potential q(x) and the angle a are uniquely defined. 
In Theorem 1, if instead of A(A) we are given the identical continuous 
spectrum for the operators L, z and if we further assume that the 
instability intervals of A(2) are either all non-vanishing or only a finite 
number of them do not vanish, then by a result due to Hochstadt in [6], 
see also McKean and van Moerbeke [12], we can deduce A(i) from the 
continuous spectrum of L. In this case Corollary 1.2 confirms the uni- 
queness theorems in Hochstadt [9] and Hochstadt and Goldberg [lo]. 
PROOF OF RESULTS 
Before we prove Theorem 1 we will state the following results for the 
operator L as defined in (1). Background information on this subject can 
be found in Chapter 9 of Coddington and Levinson [3] or Appendix II of 
Akhiezer and Glazman [ 11. The Green’s function G(x, t) associated with L 
satisfies 
$G(x, t)+ [2-q(x)] G(x, t)=d(x- t) 
a 
cosaG(0, t)+sinaZG(x, t) 1=0=0 
I a IG(x, t)l* dx< co. 0 
For Im 1# 0, G(x, t) satisfies 
G(x, t) = 4, Jr-(x, 1 
wCw,r- 1 
(18) 
(19) 
where x ( =min (x, t), x, = max (x, t). w(x) and r ~ (x) are solutions of 
the Hill’s equation (4) defined by 
w(x) = sin a r,(x) - cos a r*(x) 
r- (x)=r2(n) r,(x)+ CP (~)--T1(~)l r2(x). 
(20) 
(21) 
w(x) satisfies the boundary condition at zero of (18) while r _ (x) and 
p _ (A) are selected so that Ip ~ (A)\ < 1 and 
rp(x+71)=pp(2)r~-(x), 5 m Ir_(x)l’dx<co. (22) 0 
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W[w, r _ ] in (19) is the Wronskian of w(x) and r _ (x) and is equal to 
W[w, r ~ ] = sin CI [p _ (2) - rl (n)] + cos tl r2 (n). (23) 
Define w(L) by 
co(%) = w(x) cos ct + w’(n) sin o[. (24) 
With L we associate a monotically increasing spectral function (T(A) on 
- co <A < 00 such that 
where for CI # 0, m(1) is deduced from m(L) = G(0, 0) therefore 
m(%) = sin c( { [p ~ (%) - r;(7r)] sin IX - r2(7z) cos a} 
4%) 
and for cr=O 
WI(%) = & (3x3 t) 
= P-~ (~)-rrl(~) 
r=1=0 w(%) . 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
a(L) can be obtained from m(L) through the Stieltjes inversion formula: 
a(%)-~~(p)=~Fy+ -l-JImm(u+i~)ijU. (28) 
v 
m(L) is analytic for Im ;I > 0 and Im 1~ 0 and its poles if they exist must be 
simple and lie on the real line. By inspection of (26) and (27) we notice 
that m(n) has branch points at all ;I belonging to the simple spec- 
trum of d(l), because p ~ (2) depends on Jz. The spectrum of L is 
given by the points of increase of a(L). From (25) and (28) we conclude 
that the continuous spectrum of L, which corresponds to the segments 
where a(L) is strictly increasing, is given by the stability intervals of d(A). 
The point eigenvalues (p, } of L, which correspond to the jump discon- 
tinuities of a(l), are identical to the poles of m(1). It is known, see 
Hochstadt [9], that ,u,, must lie inside an instability interval of d(A) and it 
satisfies 
(-aI I= 0. (29) 
Also, a given instability interval contains at most one eigenvalue. For 
,? = p,,, w(x) in (20) represents an eigenfunction which we denote by w,(x). 
It must belong to L, [0, co], therefore it satisfies 
w,(x + xl = P -(A 1 w,(x) (30) 
where Ip - (pL,)I < 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. With the singular self-adjoint operator L on 
L2 [0, co] we can associate a regular self-adjoint operator P on L, [0, n] 
such that 
Pu = 4 + q(x) u 
u(O) cos CI + u’(O) sin CI = 0 
u(n) cos c( + u’(7c) sin o! = 0. 
(31) 
The spectrum {vi } of P is given by 
w(vi)=o. 
Therefore from (29) we obtain 
(32) 
I*n=v, for some i. (33) 
As shown by Hochstadt in [9] no two eigenvalues can belong to the same 
non-vanishing instability interval. Otherwise by the oscillation theorems, 
their corresponding eigenfunctions will have the same number of zeros on 
(0, rc) which is a contradiction. From d(A) we can deduce the double spec- 
trum (5 j} if it exists. For i, = 5, all solutions of the Hill’s equation (4) are 
either periodic or semi-periodic. Therefore 5, satisfies 
which implies 
45,)=0 
<,=v; for some i. 
(34) 
(35) 
By assumption all non-vanishing instability intervals of d(I) contain a 
point eigenvalue 11, of L. Therefore 
{vif={PnSu{Sj)~ (36) 
The operator P is a Sturm-Liouville operator of the same type as those 
discussed in Corollary A.1 of the Appendix except that the interval [0, l] is 
replaced by [0, ~1. The constant k, associated with the eigenvalue v, is 
given by 
k,= -?!!? 
w,(n) 
forcc#O 
(37) 
1 
=- 
w:(n) 
for a=0 
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where wi(x) is the eigenfunction of P corresponding to vi with initial values 
w, (0) = sin ~1, w:(o) = -cos u. (38) 
Substituting (38) in (30) gives 
w,(n) = p (vi) sin CI, W;(7c) = --p (0,) cos a. (39) 
We also recall from (10) that 
P- (“r)P+(ui)=l. (40) 
Using (39) and (40) in (37) gives 
k,=- ’ -=-P+(U;) P-(Vi) (41) 
where p + (t’, ) is defined by 
(42) 
Similarly we can associate with the singular operator z on L, [O, CO] a 
regular operator i? on L, [0, rc] such that 
Pu = -2.l” + G(x) 24 
u(O) cos 5 + u’(O) sin E = 0 (43) 
u(7c) cos 6 + u’(n) sin ji = 0. 
Once again from (~7~ } and d(Jk) we can deduce the eigenvalues {fii } and 
the constants {k”, } of p. They must satisfy 
Ifi, I= iinS” it, 13 E, = -p + (6, ). (44) 
By hypothesis pn = ji,, for all but a finite number of exceptional values of n 
belonging to the finite index set /i,. Therefore P and P satisfy the con- 
ditions of Corollary A.1 and we obtain a function H(x) which is given by 
(85). In the definition of H(x), w,(x) is the eigenvalue of L corresponding 
to the point eigenvalue pn with initial values (38), while pII is a solution 
of (5), for i, = p,, which satisfies (84). 
From the conclusions of Corollary A.1 we obtain (13) and (14). Using 
these results and the periodicity of q(x) and q(x) we deduce that H(x) is z- 
periodic. 
Proof of Corollary 1.1. Relationship (17) is identical to (30). To prove 
(16), let 7, (x) and F2(x) be solutions of (5), for A = Pi, with initial values 
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(1,0) and (0, 1 ), respectively. Then ii,(x) and Z,(x), which are used in (82) 
to deline j,(x), are given by 
2, (x) = sin E i, (x) - cos E 7, (x) 
ii,(x) = - [7*(n) sin Li + r”*(n) cos E] f,(x) 
+ [u”: (7~) sin L? + r”, (n) cos E] Pz(x). 
Substituting the above expressions in (84) gives 
(45) 
(46) 
F,(x) = ~{l(i;(ll)-~+(~.))sini+i,(n)cosoil7,(~) 
n 
- [r”{ (7~) sin L? + (?, (7~) - p + (P,)) cos a] r”*(x)}. (47) 
Using this last formula we verify that 
jrl(n) = P +(/Al 1 P,(O), .F:,(n)=P+(Pn)s?(O). (48) 
Therefore (16) is proved. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. As we have shown in the proof of Theorem 1, a 
regular operator P corresponds to the given singular operator L. The spec- 
trum { ui } and the set of constants { ki } of P can be deduced from the point 
eigenvalues {u, } and the discriminant d(l) of L. Therefore we can apply 
Corollary A.2 of the Appendix and the conclusions follow. 
APPLICATIONS 
In what follows let Q represent the family of real, integrable, and z- 
periodic potentials q(x) of the Hill’s equation (4) which share the same dis- 
criminant d(A). Also, let I,, represent the nth instability interval of d(l) 
such that 
I,=(-co,&), I, = (A;) A;), I, = (A,, A,).... (49) 
Also, let r, (x, A) and rz(x, 1*) represent the solutions of (4) with initial con- 
ditions (1,O) and (0, l), respectively, while ?, (x, 1) and r”,(x, 2) are the 
corresponding solutions for (5). Finally, let r + (x, 2) represent the follow- 
ing solution of (4): 
r + (x, I+) = CP + (A) - P -(J-II rl (4 1) + 6 (n, 1,) r,(x, Iti). (50) 
We can state the following results: 
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LEMMA 1. If the discriminant A(l) corresponding to the family of poten- 
tials Q has a finite number of non-vanishing instability intervals in its spec- 
trum and if q(x), q(x) are any two members of Q then for some t satisfying 
O<z <rt we obtain 
q(x) = q(x + 7). (51) 
THEOREM 2. In Theorem 1, tf we assume that CC = d = 0 and that the dis- 
criminant A(L) has a finite number of non-vanishing instability intervals in its 
spectrum then H(x) is given by 
H(x)= c 2p-(~,)r2(x,~L,)r2(z,~~)r+(x+5,11,) Ilr2(x, ~ )ll* (52) ,I t A(, 
where t can be deduced from (51). 
COROLLARY 2.1. In Theorem 2, if we assume that A(;l) has only one 
finite non-vanishing instability interval in its spectrum, say, I, for n > 1, then 
q(x) and q(x) have minimal period n/n and there exists a unique constant ? 
such that 0 < t’< z/n and 
G(x) = q(x + z”). (53) 
Proof of Lemma 1. Goldberg proved in [S] that all potentials q(x) of 
Q are given by 
q(x)=Ye(+x+~) (54) 
where qe(x) is an even potential of Q and 0 is an arbitrary constant. This 
result generalizes some theorems proved by Hochstadt in [S] and 
Goldberg and Hochstadt in [4]. For any two potentials q(x) and 4(x) in 
Q, (54) implies (51) because qe (x) is even and all members of Q are rc- 
periodic. 
Proof of Theorem 2. From Theorem 1 we obtain for a = Z = 0 
H(x)= c w,(x)Y,(x). (55) 
nGAc1 
From (20) and (47), w,(x) and jn(x) are reduced in this case to 
w,(x)= -r2(x,PL,) (56) 
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By replacing (5 1) in (5) we deduce that 
F, (x, 1) = ri(7, A) t-1 (x + 7, A) - r; (7, A) r2(x + 7, A) 
?,(x,;l)=r,(z,A)r,(x+z,A)-r,(z,I)r,(x+z,l). 
We also notice that 
(58) 
(59) 
rl(n+7,~)=r,(n, i)rl(7,i)+r;(z,A)r2(7,A) (60) 
r2(rc+7,~)=r,(77,A)rI(7,E.)+r2(7c,~)r2(7,J.). (61) 
Substituting (56) in (30) gives 
r2 (7 k) = 0, ri(ntp,)=p- (P,). (62) 
From (10) we deduce that d(R) = p ~ (p,) + p + (,u~). Therefore from (6) we 
obtain 
rl (7 k~ ) = p + (P, 1. 
Substituting (41) and (56) in (83) of the Appendix, we obtain 
(63) 
Substituting the above formulas in (57) gives 
.Fn(x) = -2p-(~L,)r2(7,~~)r+(x+7,~~) 
Ilr2(x, ~,)ll” ’ 
From (65) and (56) we obtain (52). 
Proof of CoroIlary 2.1. H(x) in this case reduces to 
H(x) = 2~ ~ Wn 1 r2 (x3 P, 1 r2(7, pL, ) r + (x + 7, b1 1 
Ilr,(x, c1,,)l12 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
From the oscillation theorems we know that rz(z, p,) has n zeros in [0, rr) 
which we denote by 
O=z,<r, <72 < ... <Tn-, <7,=7l. (67) 
For 7 = 7, we obtain H(x) = 0. Therefore from Theorem 1 we obtain 
q(x) = 4(x) = q(x + tl ). From q(x + 22, ) = q(x + 7, ) = q(x) we deduce that 
7 = 22, and similarly we can prove that T,~ = nz, = 71. Therefore the minimal 
period of q(x) and g(x) is n/n and (53) follows from Lemma 1. 
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The constant ? is unique for the following reason. Suppose there exists 
some d such that 0 < d d rc/n and 
4(x) = q(x + 0”). (68) 
Then from (53) and (68) we obtain 
4(x)=4(x + 6) (69) 
where 6 = /C- ?I and 0 < 6 6 z/n. Therefore q(x) has a period which is 
smaller than x/n, giving a contradiction. 
APPENDIX 
The purpose of this Appendix is to correct Theorem 1 in Hochstadt [7] 
and to deduce two corollaries which are used in this paper. In Theorem 1 
of [7], Hochstadt considered the following four self-adjoint operators on 
the Hilbert space L, [0, 11: 
Lu = -24” + q(x) u 
u(O) cos tl + u’(O) sin CI = 0 (70) 
u(l)cos/I+zJ(l)sin/I=O 
Mu = -24” + q(x) u 
u(O) cos CI + u’(O) sin a = 0 (71) 
u(l)cosy +u’(l)siny =0 
zu = --u” + ij(x) 24 
u(O) cos & + u’(O) sin 6 = 0 (72) 
u(l)cosiJ+u’(l)siniJ=O 
A2u = 4’ + q(x) u 
u(O) cos ii + u’(O) sin d = 0 (73) 
u(l)cosy”+u’(l)sin~=O. 
Hochstadt denoted the spectra of L and z by {A,,} and {I,,}, respectively, 
and assumed that II, = 1” for all but a finite number of expectional values 
of n contained in the index set A,. He also assumed that M and fi have 
the same spectrum {,I;}. However, he incorrectly assumed that the angles 
of the boundary coeffkients satisfy 
a = CT, B = fJ7 y = jt (74) 
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Then he obtained a difference formula between the potentials q(x) and 
g(x). In what follows we drop condition (74) and specify the extra con- 
ditions which are needed to correct Hochstadt’s theorem. 
Let E(x) and u”(x) be solutions of the equation 
u” + (n-q(x)) u = 0 (75) 
which satisfy the following initial conditions: 
G( 0) = sin d, G’(O) = - cos ii (76) 
E(l)= -sinJ, C’(l)=cosfl (77) 
Let G(JU) and u”(n) be defined by 
~(il)=~(l)cos~+~‘(l)sin~ (78) 
z7( A) = G( 1) cos y” + G’( 1) sin y”. (79) 
For ,? = In, an eigenvalue of z, the solutions G(x), v”(x) become the eigen- 
functions G’,(x), v”,(x), respectively. I,, is a simple eigenvalue of z, therefore 
the two eigenfunctions satisfy 
k”, Gn( x) = v”,,(x). (80) 
The constant E,, is defined by 
sin fl k”,= -- 
+?s 1) 
for B#O 
I 
=- 
J%,(l) 
for p = 0. (81) 
For 1. = A,,, such that n E /i,, the solutions G(x), G(x) of (75) are denoted by 
z”,(x), ii,(x), respectively. They are not eigenfunctions of z because A,, # 1, 
for nEn,. 
Similarly, corresponding to the operator L and the equation 
z4)I +(Lq(x))u=0 (82) 
we can define w(x), u(x), w(A), v(k), w,(x), v,(x), k, by replacing in for- 
mulae(76) thru (81) t?, fl, y”, X, by CC, /I, y, A,, , respectively. 
As Hochstadt proved on page 723 of [7], it can be shown that 
(83) 
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For A= ,I,,, such that n E A,, we define the solution F,(x) of (75) by 
and the function H(x) by 
(84) 
where sin a/sin CZ is replaced by unity for the special case c( = Z = 0. 
THEOREM A.l. Consider the operators L, M, z, I@ as defined by (70) 
through (73). We assume that the potentials q(x) and 4(x) are summable on 
[0, l] and that the angles of the boundary coefficients satisfy 
sin (y -B) # 0 and sin (7-fl)#O (86) 
o< sin <cG 
I’ I sin E 
sin (y - fl) = sin y sin (x 
sin (-7 - /I) sin -7 sin 6 
(87) 
638) 
Let {ES,,) and I,,} be the spectra of L and 2, respectively. Assume that 
I., = xn for all but a finite number of exceptional values of n. We shall 
denote by /1, the finite index set for which 1, # 5, and by n the infinite 
index set for which I.,, = z,,. We also assume that M and fi have the same 
spectrum { 2:). Let H(x) be defined by (85). The conclusions of the 
theorem are 
H(O) = 2 [cot a-cot cr] (89) 
H(l)=2 [cotjLcotfl] (90) 
H’(x) = q(x) - Q(x). (91) 
Remarks. The hypothesis of this theorem implies that the three pairs of 
angles (CL, E), (8, $), (y, y”) are such that both members of a pair must 
vanish simultaneously. We can also prove that the following relationship 
holds true: 
sin CI sin /3 -=-. 
sin a sin p 
Therefore TV = 5 implies that p = fl and in this case H(0) = H( 1) = 0. 
(92) 
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COROLLARY A.l. Consider the operators L and z as defined in (70) and 
(71). Assume relationship (87). Let {An} and (I”} be the eigenualues of L 
and z, respectively. Let {k,} and (r?,} be the signed constants of L and z, 
respectively. Assume that A,, = 1, and k, = k”, for all but a finite number of 
exceptional values of n. We denote by A the infinite index set for which 
1, = 1” and k, = k”,, and by A, the finite index set which complements A. 
Define H(x) by (85) then conclusions (89), (90), (91) of Theorem A.1 are 
still true. 
COROLLARY A.2 (Uniqueness). Consider the operator L as defined in 
(70) and assume w.1.o.g. that angles ~1, /I of the boundary coefficients satisfy 
0 < CI, p < 7t. Then the potential q(x) and the angles c(, /I are uniquely deter- 
mined by the spectrum {An} and the set of signed constants {k,}. 
Proof of Theorem A. 1. The proof of this theorem is similar to 
Hochstadt’s proof on pages 7 17-727 of [7]. Therefore, we will simply men- 
tion where the corrections must be made. 
As in [7] define two Hilbert spaces H and I? such that 
ff= CfELCO, 11 I (f, ~,,)=O,nE&l (93) 
R= [f EL2[0, I] I (f, wn)=O,nEA,]. (94) 
T is an operator which maps H into fi such that 
Tw, = I?,, for n E A. (95) 
To prove that T is bounded and invertible we use the argument on page 
720 of [7]. However, formula (34) of [7] is replaced by 
II U’n II 
!If”l I/ = 
sin cr 
l-l sin ji 
(96) 
and using the new assumption (87) we prove that this limit is finite. 
To prove that 
k,=En for nEA (97) 
we use the same argument as on pages 724725 of [7]. From formulas 
similar to (64) and (65) of [7], we obtain for n E A 
-IT _ sin (Y-B) CCL 1 k 
En - sin (7 - p) ~(1,) ’ 
(98) 
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Using the asymptotic values of v(n) and C(L) we deduce 
(99) 
Therefore from the new assumption (88) we obtain (97). 
We can safely assume that A,, = 1, and k, = E,, for all large n because A, 
is finite. If we compare the asymptotic values of k, and g,, we obtain 
sin b sin B -=- 
sin ci sin & (100) 
which proves (92). 
Finally, for L -+ co, the term inside the braces of formula (71) on page 
726 of [7] reduces to sin G/sin c( instead of unity. Therefore for any f~ H 
we have, instead of (73) on page 727 of [7], the following formula: 
Tf= gf-;&WI s’ w,(Y)~(Y) dy. 
A0 0 
(101) 
Then using the same argument as on page 727 of [7] we can prove that 
4(x) - 3x)= z Z,, (PJx) w,(x))’ a.e. 
and conclusion (9 1) is proved. 
To prove the other two conclusions, consider the eigenfunctions wi(x) 
and Gi(x) for i E ,4. They satisfy 
ai = Tw;(x) 
w 
Therefore we obtain 
sin B 
a:(x) = - sin c1 w:(x) 
-- ; nso C.w) j; W,(Y) W,(Y) dY + 9n(x) W”(X) Wi(X)l. (104) 
For x = 0, we deduce (89) from the previous formula. Similarly for x = 1, 
using relationships (92) and (97), we obtain (90) from (104). 
Proof of Corollary A.l. As Hochstadt observed on page 727 of [7], the 
second spectrum { &} is only used to prove that k, = E” for n E A. But the 
present corollary assumes this last result. Therefore the operators M, fi 
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and the angle relationships (86), (88) and the spectrum { ;A } are no longer 
necessary to prove the conclusions of the theorem. 
Proof of Corollary A.2. Suppose there exists an operator z defined by 
(71) and such that i,, = z,, and k, = IF,, for all n. To apply Corollary A.1 we 
must first prove that angle relationship (87) is still true. 
i, = /r, implies that 
o(i) -= 
6(J) 
K a constant. (105) 
From the asumptotic results for w, (3, k,, l,, we notice that (105) and 
k, = E,, for all n, can only be true if the two pairs of angles (a, G), (1, a) arc 
such that either both members of a pair are equal to zero or they are both 
non-vanishing. Therefore (87) is satisfied. 
We also notice that j,(x) = 0, for all n, because 
ii,(x) - k,, f,,(x) = E,,(x) - r(‘,, t?,,(x) F 0. (106) 
Therefore H(X) E 0 and from the conclusions of Theorem A. 1 WC obtain 
2 = 5, s=K y(x) = (7(.u) a.e. (107) 
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